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A A New York TimesNew York Times bestseller and quintessential Tana French thriller—a damaged hero, an unspeakable crime, and an bestseller and quintessential Tana French thriller—a damaged hero, an unspeakable crime, and an

intricately plotted mystery—the novel that "proves anew that [Tana French] is one of the most talented crime writersintricately plotted mystery—the novel that "proves anew that [Tana French] is one of the most talented crime writers

alive.” (The Washington Post). Don't miss Tana French's newest novel, alive.” (The Washington Post). Don't miss Tana French's newest novel, The TrespasserThe Trespasser, available now, available now

Mick "Scorcher" Kennedy plays by the book and plays hard. That's why he's the Dublin Murder Squad's top detective,

and that's what puts the biggest case of the year in his hands. 

On one of the half-abandoned "luxury" developments that litter Ireland, Patrick Spain and his two young children

have been murdered. His wife, Jenny, is in intensive care. At first, Scorcher thinks it's going to be an easy solve, but

too many small things can't be explained: the half-dozen baby monitors pointed at holes smashed in the Spains'

walls, the files erased from the family's computer, the story Jenny told her sister about a shadowy intruder slipping

past the house's locks. And this neighborhood--once called Broken Harbor--holds memories for Scorcher and his

troubled sister Dina: childhood memories that Scorcher thought he had tightly under control. 

Winner of Ireland AM Crime Fiction Book of the Year
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his partner are sent to the abandoned, half-constructed housing development Broken Harbor to investigate the

brutal murder of the Spain family. What Scorcher thinks is an open and shut case is quickly complicated when Jenny

Spain is found barely alive, and the family’s circumstances are brought to light: hidden baby monitors, a strained

mortgage brought on by the housing crisis, and the increasingly erratic signs of a family in crisis. French fans will

appreciate this new look at Scorcher, who was a minor character in Faithful Place; he shines as the successful but

jaded detective with a troubled past. French delivers a layered psychological thriller and satisfying ‘who dunnit,’

masterfully spinning a plot packed with tension and a haunting mood that rivals the best of the gothic writers. --
Heather Dileepan
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